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ABSTRACT

Over the past decade, the demands for building secure software have become a dominant goal for software development. Although great advances have been made in this area, the core problems of security vulnerability still exist. Buffer overflows are the most common source of security vulnerabilities in C program. To analyze these security vulnerabilities, we used a CIL (C Intermediate Language) that is written in OCaml (Objective Caml). We used well-known open test data such as Sendmail, Wu-ftpd, Bind, Perl on the Linux operating system. A C syntax is created to analyze the warnings and we implement the pushdown automata to check the generation of actual buffer overflows. But there was no actual buffer overflow during the source code analysis. Therefore, we conclude that the CIL does not provide the accurate buffer overflow measurement and an efficient new tool is essential for buffer overflow measurement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In knowledge-based information society, most advanced countries invest their concerns to nourish the information and knowledge industry and to secure the key technologies. In addition, the significance of information security to protect and iterate the data is no less than acquisition of the information and knowledge. Since the malicious virus, worm, spy-ware, and hacking are exponentially and swiftly spread in the recent internet world, the robust information security is becoming a hot issue in computer communications. These security strategies include firewalls, intrusion detection mechanisms, honey pots, port monitors, system security scanners, and e-mail content scanners [1].

The vulnerabilities of software security are formed from the mistakes in the stage of embodiment for function statements and in the stage of design or implementation or from the problems in operation or management. The technique to reduce the vulnerabilities of software detects and removes these weak points from the software development stage or utilization stage, so this process, technology, or tool minimize the attempts of attacking and provide the safe environments for software development and utilization. Therefore, software developers or users can detect and remove the vulnerable points in advance before taking advantages by hackers.

The tools for detecting the vulnerable points of software have been developed on various purposes. Although the big break through has been made for this filed, the security problems are still remained in the recent internet community. The most terrible and malicious vulnerability of software is a buffer overflow. Currently, many static code checkers that detect the buffer overflow are available. These checkers detect problematic code using the propriety heuristics to look for suspicious code segments, calls to specific utilities known to have vulnerability issues, or a combination of both. BOON [2], FlawFinder [3], ITIS4 [4], and MOPS [5] are these kinds of static code checker. All of these tools examine the source code and report the possible or potential weaknesses.

In this paper, we used a CIL program to test the well-known open codes such as Sendmail, Wu-ftpd, Bind (DNS system), Apache (web server), Perl (development language) on the Linux operating system. We double checked the warnings for actual occurrences of buffer overflow which are already detected by a CIL.

2. RELATED WORK

The static code analysis approach which is one of security vulnerability analysis methods for the source code detects potential security problems through the source code analysis. The static code analysis approach are focusing on the buffer overflow, race condition, malicious code insertion functions, format string problems, executable macro, and so on.

Buffer overflows are the most common source of security vulnerabilities in C programs. When a string of characters of unchecked length is entered into a program, buffer overflow attacks occur in programs. These attacks
modify the value of a return address from a function call and it causes the control to jump to malicious code which was also entered via the buffer overflow [3]. Some solutions are declaring all local variables in C as static to keep them from the stack [1]. One of useful tools is "StackGuard" which is a modification of the standard GNU C compiler gcc. StackGuard plays a role by inserting a "guard" value (called a "canary") in front of the return address. If a buffer overflow overwrites the return address, the canary value changes and the system detects this problem before using it [3].

The standard solution for preventing the buffer overflows in C programming is a utilization of standard C libraries which provide the protection about these problems. Standard C functions that do not range checking of character string inputs are vulnerable for the attacks of function algorithm. These functions include scanf(), gets(), sprintf(), vaprintf(), strcpy(), and strcat() [6].

The source codes are analyzed by a CIL tool based on the Linux operating system. Linux was developed by Linus Torvalds as an operating system kernel in 1991. This kernel could be combined with the FSF material and other components (in particular some of the BSD components and MIT's X-windows software) to produce a freely-modifiable and very useful operating system. The CIL is a high-level representation along with a set of tools that permit easy analysis and source-to-source transformation of C programs [8]. The main advantages of CIL is that it compiles all valid C programs into a few core constructs with a very clean semantics. Furthermore, the CIL front-end is able to process not only ANSI-C programs but also those using Microsoft C or GNU C extensions. CIL computes the types of all program expressions, and makes all type promotions and cast explicit. Thus CIL provides an integrated program representation that can be used with routines that require an AST, as well as with routines that require a CFG (e.g., dataflow analyses). CIL also supports even lower-level representations (e.g., three-address code) [8].

The most common way to use CIL is to write an Ocaml module containing your analysis and transformation. Objective Caml (OCaml) is a general-purpose programming language descended from the ML family. OCaml shares the functional and imperative programming features of ML, but adds object-oriented constructs and has minor syntax differences.

3. APPLICATION AND ANALYSIS OF CIL

In this section, we describe a system structure for the security vulnerability analysis to apply the CIL tool and explain about the open source codes as the test data. The processes to apply these source codes into CIL are described. After acquisition of warnings from the CIL, we confirmed the buffer overflows which are really occurred in the system. We implemented a C syntax which generates buffer overflows and also implemented the deterministic pushdown automata for checking. This deterministic pushdown automata confirms the real occurrences of buffer overflows for warning messages which were generated by a CIL tool. Figure 1 shows the system structure for the vulnerability analysis.

The CIL requires the specific environments for running such as a Windows operating system or Linux operating system and we selected the Linux for open source code testing. Open source code mean software which provides the source code for its program. Thus programmers can readily modify the source code without any restrictions and can obtain freely. A good example of open source codes is Linux. These kinds of open source codes are started from the operating systems and networking systems and are extended to the GUI systems and Office programs for general users.

Typical open source codes are Bind (DNS system), Sendmail (email), Apache (web server), X window system, Perl (development language), Mozilla (web browser), Linux (operating system) and so on. We tested open source codes with Sendmail, Wu-ftpd, BIND, and Perl in this paper. Sendmail, Wu-ftpd, BIND, and Perl include 7123, 15541, 31034, 911877 lines for source respectively.

To test Wu-ftpd, we go after following steps:
1) Download and install the OCaml.
2) Unzip a CIL file and a bufferaccess.tar.gz file which include a static analysis program and install them.
3) Unzip Wu-fp files.
4) Typing of "./build lnx" will create the executable files.
5) Type "./build lnx CC=cilly CLFLAGS=-dobufferaccess" Here CFILGS is optional and we don't need to delete some files which are generated during the process and the other process is
6) Type "./build lnx"
2) Type "./build inx CC=cilly > wu-flpd.result"

This is the steps for Sendmail source code:
1) Star zvxf sendmail.8.13.5.tar.gz
2) Sod libsm
3) $ ./build
4) $ ./build cc=cilly > sendmail.result

Although testing of Sendmail source code with CIL creates some errors, there was no problem for testing results and the source of errors was libsm.

Here are steps for Perl source code:
1) $ rm -f config.sh policy.sh
2) $ sh configure -de
3) $ make
4) $ make test
5) $ make install

But it fails to achieve the results. For successful testing, we only used a following commend:
1) $ make cc=cilly > perl.result

Bind source code can be tested as following:
1) $ ./configure
2) $ make
3) $ make cc=cilly > bind.result

Using these results which are bunch of warnings from the CIL, we checked the spots which generate the warnings to confirm that they really create buffer overflows using the pushdown automata. This is the part of C syntax in our testing.

While (conditional expression) {statement; }

Conditional expression has a permission for relational expression and statement can be iteration statement, if statement, and assignment statement. Each variable is allowed to use array and pointer operation. The deterministic pushdown automata judge the actual buffer overflow in our test program. When the left value of relational operator in conditional expression is same with the left value of assignment statement in statement, the actual buffer overflows are not occur. Otherwise, the actual buffer overflows are happened.

For example, give C program is:

```
While (x[i++]==" V"){
  x[i++]=y[j++];}
```

or

```
While (*x++==" V"){
  *x++=*y++;
```

In this kind of C program, actual overflow is generated when the conditional statement which is in a while loop did not check the size of buffer for variable x. Therefore, the x variable in conditional statement and left variable of assign statement in body of while loop are not same variables.

When we tested with a Sendmail, around 3,000 warnings were occurred. We analyzed the source code for these warnings, but there was no actual buffer overflow. The wu-flpd also tested using 4 different cases: including library and flag, including library only, including flag only, without library and flag. Absence of library does not affect for the testing result, but absence of flag causes the different testing result. The wu-flpd created around 700 warnings, but there were no actual buffer overflow during the source code analysis.

Similarly although Perl and Bind generated 2,400 and 5,400 warnings respectively, there were no real buffer overflows. Therefore, we conclude that the CIL does not provide the accurate buffer overflow measurement and the efficient tools are essential for buffer overflow measurement.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we analyzed the security voluntarily of buffer overflow using the CIL tool. The characteristics of CIL are described in this paper and the source code of well-know open sources, Sendmail, Wu-flpd, Bin, Apache, Perl, are analyzed. To confirm the warning detected from the CIL, whether the actual buffer overflows are occurred or not, buffer overflows are generated using C syntax. The deterministic pushdown automata double check the real occurrences of buffer overflows.

According to our experimental results, the warnings of buffer overflows in CIL did not actually happen from our testing so sophisticate improvements are required to correctly utilize the CIL program. Therefore, a new enhanced analysis tool which can broadly be applicable for open sources codes is essential for correctly test the buffer overflow.
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